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It makes sense
British Airways World Cargo
Promotional literature
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Customer retention should
always be at the forefront of any
company strategy. We all spend
time and money in gaining our
customer base, so why oh why
do we let them leave too easily.
It’s something we’ve preached
for a long time – the volume of
business gained from a lifetime
customer is vast compared
to the money spent on purely
developing new business.

The absolute success of the
programme excited World Cargo
enough to repeat the exercise
annually for the next few years,
in each case using a different prize
structure. The second, as per the
visual shown below, related to the
film industry and related items,
again of course, geared to the target
age group.

Working with British Airways World
Cargo was a prime example.
Their customer base of export clerks
was world-wide, but generally of
a similar age and profile; younger
(20-30), predominantly, but not
exclusively, male, single and
educated to an above average
standard. We also noticed a
propensity to be thrill seekers.
Our initial scheme was based on
a rewards programme for the
European teams, business through
World Cargo would result in points
gained. Over a three month period,
points accumulated would add up
to prizes.
Noting their adventurous nature,
we agreed to base the rewards
on extreme sports, from driving
days to the full NASA experience,
with everything in between.
There were even a couple of
rewards for the not quite as
adventurous as the rest.

Of course there was a cost
involved, but simple calculations of
expenditure against business gained
demonstrated a huge return on
investment, obviously varying from
year to year, but always above 80-1.
Perhaps, above all the programme
ensured regular engagement with
the target market, establishing the
basis for continued and even longerterm business.
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Latest findings on Loyalty programmes
from YouGov
Many people want and expect
a brand to reward their loyalty.
Almost six in ten (59%) GB
adults think all brands should
offer a loyalty programme,
and over three quarters (77%)
are subscribed to at least one
programme – a figure that rises
to 85% among women (vs 70%
of men). More than seven in ten
(72%) think loyalty programmes
are a great way for brands
and businesses to reward
their customers.
New programmes can learn a lot
from the established programmes in
the market. Airline and supermarket
programmes have high registration
rates and dominate in terms of scale.
They offer attractive benefits that
people want to use and rate highly,
but the experience offered is often
transactional. These established
programmes can also learn from
newer entrants which are shaking up
the “rules” of loyalty programmes.
Virgin Red uses gamification to
engage members, Pets at Home VIP
Club talks directly to pets instead of
owners, and Sky VIP rewards tenure
above all else.

There is significant variation in loyalty
programme participation by age and
gender. Women are far more likely to
be a member of a loyalty programme
than men, and older age groups
are more likely to be a member of
a programme. Interestingly 85% of
women are members of a loyalty
programme vs. 70% of men. While
83% of people over 55 are members
of programmes vs 61% of 18-24s

It’s far cheaper to retain current
customers than acquire new ones.
Our analysis shows that loyalty
programmes have significant positive
impacts on a brand’s relationship
with its customers. When consumers
are a member of a brand’s loyalty
programme they spend more,
recommend more, feel more
emotionally connected and are more
loyal to the brand.

As may be expected, benefitting
from discounts and offers from
the brand is the top reason that
people are moved to join a loyalty
programme (87%). However, the
second most popular reason is to
get discounts and rewards from
partner brands (55%). These types
of rewards are more desirable
than free products, services and
experiences (52%), being the first
to know about news from the
brand (23%), better services from
the brand (18%) and being part of
the community (only 6%).

Of course data helps brands to
understand loyalty programmes,
exploring areas such as what brand
and business objectives loyalty
programmes can impact, which
consumers to target and how to
engage them, and what those
consumers want and are interested
in. Using data effectively can also
help brands in other areas, enabling
them to understand what types
of rewards their customers want,
which brand partners to work
with, what types of mechanics will
work —as well as how and where to
communicate with those audiences
for maximum impact.

This is just a snapshot from new
detailed research from YouGov.
For the full article just get in
touch and we’ll email it over.
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